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HigH-tecH revolution in tHe capital market

Liqwith’s application for the issuing of tokens as digital shares is the ultimate 
blockchain solution to financing private companies needing capital. A promising 
new instrument for the current capital market. Entrepreneurs get easier access to 
less expensive capital, to realise quality growth and company expansion. Investors 
have a safe and solid investment instrument at their disposal. This solution develops, 
protects, manages and communicates all relevant data for the present, and for the 
coming decades. 

facilitates Security Token Offerings (STO) for both business and investor.

rearranges the financial world with accessible and inexpensive financing.

liQWitH
liQWitH

HIgH TeCH FeaTureS

is 100% certified, legally and for tax purposes, for investments of up to €5 million.

administrates Security Token Management (STM) including all annual obligations.

liQWitH
liQWitH

helps businesses to convert their value into digital shares, without any 
bureaucratic wrangling, thanks to blockchain.

has already inventoried and resolved any legal obstacles.

liQWitH

liQWitH

helps investors to invest in digital shares, legally and safely, including dividend 
payments and voting rights; watertight and fully registered thanks to blockchain.

liQWitH

means a one-stop-shopping smart contract for all the legal requirements, 
regulations and communication tasks (STM).

facilitates investments in Fiat or in crypto: EUR, USD, GBP, BTC, ETH etc.liQWitH

liQWitH

guarantees complete and continuous Security Token Management: value 
appraisal, registration, risk analysis and management, voting rights, dividend 
administration, annual reports, dilution etc.

liQWitH

software offers companies security in registering and monitoring the tokens, by 
way of a user-friendly online dashboard.

liQWitH

software offers investors a clear overview in following developments, dividends, 
votes and stock prices, by way of a user-friendly online dashboard.

liQWitH

is co-founder of Dutch Crypto Delta, a multidisciplinary collaborative partnership 
between notary, accountancy, banks, marketing, trading houses and exchanges 
with the aim of facilitating all elements of STOs.

liQWitH

“a large amount of value is stuck WitHin private companies.  sto is tHe key.”

“HoW every company, large or small, can convert tHeir sHares into tokens.”



offers ready-made high-tech Security Token Offering (STO) on blockchain.

is 100% certified, legally and for tax purposes, for investments of up to €5 million.

liQWitH

liQWitH

offers blockchain solutions for all statutory registration tasks: KYC, AML, 
shareholders register and Security Token Management.

solution requires no prospectus and no notary registration of each shareholder.

liQWitH

liQWitH

solution guarantees preservation of autonomy and decision power for company.liQWitH

involves family and friends, private investors, professional investors, funds etc.

supervises STO in structured steps: Prepare, Implement, Execute, Manage.

liQWitH

liQWitH

is suitable for very large groups of smaller investors (100,000+).liQWitH

is an experienced partner with tailored smart contract solutions for specific 
requirements.

liQWitH

supports and manages all future STO obligations, such as dividend, votes, 
reports.

liQWitH

most important advantages for company

registers the ownership of tokens on a blockchain, fully in keeping with Dutch 
legal legislation.

rearranges the financial world with accessible and inexpensive investments in 
corporate digital shares.

liQWitH

liQWitH

offers blockchain solutions for the acquisition, registration and storage of tokens 
including Security Token Management (STM).

provides secure storage in hard, paper or digital wallets.

liQWitH

liQWitH

regulates annual dividend payments.liQWitH

facilitates objective value registration.

registers voting rights during annual digital shareholders meetings.

liQWitH

liQWitH

facilitates transparent risk analysis.liQWitH

is working on an exchange for trading Security Tokens so that investors are 
assured of a realistic exit option.

liQWitH

welcomes both small and large investors and funds.liQWitH

most important advantages for investors 

“security token offerings (sto’s) … are cryptos which, for example, represent a share or 
bond, making them subject to afm supervision. security tokens could supplement sme 

financing in the long term.” (afm annual report 2018)
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liQWitH Head office
High tech campus 32, 5656 ae eindhoven

start groWing
sTART INVEsTINg

start blockcHain!
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